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Abstract. We raise and propose solutions to the problem of guaranteeing that
a user of incentive remailing services for anonymization cannot lose money if
he does not get full service, i.e., if his message does not reach its destination.
Applications such as voting over the Internet or reviewing of articles require
anonymous delivery of messages. An anonymizing technique was proposed sev-
eral decades ago by Chaum and is based on a group of volunteer agents called
mixnet. However, mixnets are not yet widely known and used today, and one often
mentioned reason is the lack of incentives for volunteers. Arecently proposed so-
lution is based on adding digital coins to messages, such that each volunteer can
extract only the digital coin designated as a payment for her. However, registered
volunteers can sabotage the system by extracting and using their coins without
performing their task — which consists of forwarding anonymized messages.
The main improvement we propose is to guarantee that no moneyis lost by the
user without getting his message at the destination. This isan essential property
for a viable service. Solutions described are based on handshaking mechanisms
where each volunteer gets her payment (or key to decrypt the payment) from the
agent to which she is expected to forward the message, or fromthe destination
using a public board or a reply message. This ensures that a volunteer gets her
financial support only if she fulfills her task. We discuss howtechniques for non-
repudiation of receipt of a message, together with reputation systems, can address
the remaining problems.

1 Introduction

Citizens of many countries voting or signing citizens’ petitions overseas pay
postage to have their vote delivered. Often they do not get any confirmation
that the envelopes containing their votes reached the Electoral Commission. As
another common application of anonymization services [11,2], police can also
offer a tip hot-line that guarantees the tipster’s anonymity.

Getting the vote to the Electoral Commission (EC) so that no observer could
discover the originator is not easy with the current Internet. If a citizen, Bob,
sends his vote directly to the EC, then Mallory, a malicious person that gained
access to the server of the EC, can learn how Bob votes by associating his IP
address with the received message. Even if Bob decides to usea third party



server to forward his message to the EC, he would have to explicitly trust that
the third party server is not controlled by Mallory.

A previously proposed solution to this problem, is (given the availability
of a collection of volunteers agentsS = {S1...SM}) to set up a Chaumian
mixnet [7]. Bob picks a random subset{A2, A3, ..., AN−1} ⊆ S of servers
from the collection of available servers and chooses a random ordering on them,
PS = A2, A3, ..., AN−1, called apath. The sender will be denotedA1 and the
destination will be denotedAN .

Each serverAi makes available a public key,Ei, for some asymmetric1

crypto-system. Then, to force the message to visit each server along the path in
turn; Bob will encrypt the message as follows:

E2(A3, E3(A4, ...EN (message)...)). (1)

The straightforward implementation where each message is encrypted re-
peatedly using this key scheme is calledonion encryption. The message is then
sent along the agents on the pathPS , each agentAi removing his level of en-
cryption Ei to retrieve the identity of the next volunteer and the message to be
send to him. Agents are supposed to not forward a message as soon as it was
received, but to delay it randomly and to mix it with other messages it forwards.
The destinationAN obtains the message. This mechanism solves the problem
if and only if there exists at least one server which is not controlled by Mallory.
Note that each server is assumed to belong to a different owner, and it makes no
sense to have one person or company set up more than one server. We assume
here that other problems, such as losing messages or duplication of messages
are solved at the application level (techniques that address these issues inside
certain types of mixnets are detailed in [18]).

However, servers cost money to operate (network, rack space, power, oper-
ating costs, etc), which means someone must pay for the servers. Bob cannot pay
to volunteers for these servers directly, since such payments would provide in-
formation about his vote, whenever Mallory can gather data (e.g., from routers)
on the pattern of communication of the volunteers paid by Bob. Also, political
and economical reasons may make a state-sponsored or foundation-sponsored
mixnet non-viable, so another method needs to be discoveredto compensate
servers.

The idea of use market competition to enhance anonymity has been raised
in [29, 33]. The idea is to modify the original message to include digital coins
at each layer of encryption. These coins will then be distributed as the message
passes from server to server. Using this solution, Bob can choose his own level

1 i.e., public key based



of security (given by the number and identities of the volunteers on his path)
without being tied down by the state’s budget or suffer the security weaknesses
of paying the servers directly. Because of competition and low operation costs,
the prices charged by individual servers can be expected to be fair. Those servers
that try charging too much will be eliminated by those servers which will charge
less. The viability of the system in [33] is based on the assumption that if a server
has poor performance, it will eventually be discovered. Then the server would
lose reputation, would be eliminated from future mixnets and this would create
a self-regulating system. To allow payments to servers along the message path,
the structure of the message is modified as follows:

E2(coin2, A3, E3(coin3, A4, ...EN (message)...)), (2)

wherecoini is a digital coin to be paid toAi.
The above method solves the problem of the lack of incentive associated

with setting up a server without sacrificing the original anonymity of a Chau-
mian mixnet. However, a problem is still posed by fraudulentand intermittent
servers. The discovery of a fraudulent volunteer (attacker) is difficult and uncer-
tain. Until the attacker is discovered, many users can lose money without getting
service. The justice system is too expensive to invoke [23] and, for example, the
users will simply abandon such a voting means. In the worst case the server may
never be discovered and still get paid for every message it does not deliver2. If
users lose money without getting the service, they will alsolose their confidence
and stop using the service, and the system will not survive.

One of our solutions is based on paying the volunteers only after the mes-
sage is delivered. For this purpose, the payments (or keys todecrypt them) are
sent to the destination with the message. The destination distributes them via a
public board, or with a receipt (aka reply block) that can be returned by the des-
tination in inverse direction along the path of the message.The reply block can
be prepared by the sender itself in his message, similar to existing return chan-
nel techniques [29, 11, 17]. However, we also show how the task of constructing
the reply block can be performed by volunteers, to let them control the payment
path.

Also, to encourage volunteers to forward receipts, we propose that the re-
ceipt be prepared such that a volunteer cannot extract his coin directly. Instead
volunteers need the cooperation of the next agent on the pathof the receipt, the
one closer to the sender. As such, an agent will know that he has to get a receipt
with a payment for himself whenever he is requested to help another agent to

2 It should be noted here that only discovered fraudulent servers will have their reputation ad-
versely affected. Extending the reputation impact on suspected servers is unfair and can be
exploited by Mallory to discredit uncorrupted servers.



retrieve a coin. This makes identification of fraudulent volunteers easier, and
they can be reported to a reputation system.

The two techniques can be used separately and help in easily discovering
fraudulent volunteers, and in guaranteeing that a customerof the system cannot
lose money if he gets no service.

Because it is possible to construct the message so that thereis no difference
between Bob and someSi along the pathPS , Bob can receive confirmation that
his message was successfully delivered and remains anonymous.

We then other incentives for correct behavior in different circumstances, and
describe how a reputation system can be used to address remaining problems.

Outline. In Section 2, we present a more detailed examination of the back-
ground, with a formal background in Section 3. Sections 4 to 7detail the algo-
rithms proposed in this paper.

2 Related Work

There have been many attempts to solve the problem of creating a guaranteed
anonymous message service. Chaum’s mixnet method [7] is thefirst. It solves
the problem given a set of volunteer servers, but offering noincentives to create
any such servers. Later, [16] presents a technique based on Chaum’s mixnet
which uses a proxy to hide the involvement of a mixnet from theapplication
layer. It shows how to hide the destination and source by making them look
like servers. An application of mixnets to voting was discussed in [25]. The use
of digital currency in a mixnet is proposed in [29, 33]. Several techniques for
digital anonymous cash and digital coins are known [28, 3, 4,32, 8, 6, 5]. Some
of these techniques require that cash givers answer a uniquechallenge, in order
to avert double spending by merchants, and this is possible by publishing the
challenge with the volunteer data (together with an expiration time).

In [20], it is shown how to improve reliability of servers by probabilistic
checking. Techniques for replying to an anonymous message have been pro-
vided by existing implementations [29, 11, 17, 19]. They arebased on the use
of reply blocks, an attachment piggy backed on the original message and which
provides a path for a reply message. The reply block is built as a regular mixnet
message, but oriented from the target backward to the source, and it may visit
a different path then the original message. Some of the most general existing
versions are unfortunatelly subject to the spam attack.

[31, 13] study how to avoid timing analysis by generating false traffic. Many
recent approaches use versions based on homomorphic encryption, and several
mechanisms are known for zero knowledge proofs for the correctness of servers
in that setting [10, 18]. Such correctness proofs require simultaneous submission



and handling of all votes and do not apply in the setting of paid volunteers, and
specially for applications such a police tipping and petition signing.

Voting over the Internet is practiced in several countries such as Estonia and
Switzerland [12, 27], while in other countries it is discouraged due to potential
threats, such as denial of service attacks [21] on election day. Petition signing
over the Internet is common in other countries, in particular in UK [24, 1].

3 Framework

Let us start with an initial system based on Chaum’s work [7].Let us recall that
the set of all available volunteers is denotedS = {S1, ..., SM}, while the partic-
ipants that get involved in a path through the mixnet areA = {A2, ..., AN−1},
A ⊆ S. In such a system, an end userA1 (message sender to a destinationAN )
decides to ask help from a subsetPS = {A2, ..., AN−1} of the available service
providers. Each serverAi makes available a public key,Ei, for some asymmet-
ric crypto-system. As end user of the system,A1 may pick the order it wishes
onPS . To send a messagemessage to AN , A1 prepares and sends the message
in Equation 1 to the first server inPS , A2. A2 decrypts the message, and for-
wards it to the next server in the list,A3, who then decrypts the message and
forwards it to the next server in the list,A4, who again decrypts the message and
again forwards the message, etc. When the packet reachesAN , AN retrieves the
message. This algorithm solves the problem of anonymity of the source at the
destination so long asA1 believes that at least one of the servers inP is reliable.
If AN would like to learn the identity of the source, it needs to trace backward
the path of the message.AN must go through every server to figure out who
gave them the message. If any one of the servers refuses to cooperate, then it is
impossible for the destination to find the source.

To offer digital currency to the servers along the path, the message con-
structed byA1 will look as in Equation 2 wherecoini represents the digital
cash forAi [33]. From now on, for simplicity, the coin forAi will be denoted
Ci. As previously mentioned, the issue we want to raise and address is that, from
the sender’s perspective, this system poses financial risksthat can discourage us-
age. In particular, any failure means not only lost effort but also lost money. As
with many other mixnets, it does not provide a mechanism to verify whether the
message was received by the destination and does not provideeasy fraudulent
server detection.

4 Proposed techniques

Here we raise awareness about an important property recommended for tech-
niques allowing a user, Bob, to send a message to Alice such that no one knows



that Bob has sent the message. Namely, some of the techniquesproposed next
guarantees that if Bob spends any money paying mixnet volunteers, then his
message has made it to the destination. If the message fails to read the destina-
tion, then the volunteers cannot cash the digital coins within a deadline set by
Bob, and therefore Bob can reuse them.
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E
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)

Fig. 1. Mixnet with payment by handshake.

when receiveMessage(Mi) do
1 if message contains dummy content for fake trafficthen
2 if (handshaking)then generate fake reply;
3 exit;

end
4 decrypt next hopAi+1;
5 decrypt coinCi, if available;

if (handshaking)then
6 extractEi−1(Ci−1);
7 sendEi−1(Ci−1) to Ai−1 on a non-repudiated reception channel;

end
8 decryptMi+1;
9 sendMi+1 to Ai+1 on a non-repudiated reception channel, in fix-size chunks and with

random delays;
end do.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm ofAi for forwarding messages to destination.

4.1 Utilizing the underlying network structure to encourage nodes to
forward their data (handshaking reputation driven mixnet)

In a network, when a serverAi receives a communicationc from the server
Ai−1, by the nature of the socket connection, it knows thatAi−1 has sent the



message. Conversely,Ai−1 must know who to transmit the message to, and so
knows that the message must be sent toAi. Hence for any node along the path
A2, ...,AN−1, every serverAi knows (and only knows) the subpathAi−1, Ai,
andAi+1. Since every server along the path in previously used mixnets already
knows this information; we can modify the structure of the message slightly to
provide a strong guarantee that no fraudulent servers can get paid. To do this,
we doubly encrypt each coinCi as

Ei+1(Ei(Ci)).

This forces every node along the path to at least forward the message if they
want to be able to decrypt their money. Since every server knows who they have
sent the message to, they can use the reputation system (and proof of transmis-
sion) should the next server refuse to remove their encryption from the money
and return it back to the sender. The obtained protocol is called ahandshaking
reputation driven mixnet. An example withN = 3 is shown in Figure 1. Users
can build such messages according to the recursion in the Equations 3 and 4,

MN = EN (EN−1(CN−1), P ) (3)

Mi = Ei(Ei−1(Ci−1), Ai+1,Mi+1); i ∈ (1, N) (4)

whereMi specifies the message that will be received byAi for transmitting
payloadP . The operations to be performed by a volunteer are describedin Al-
gorithm 1. This algorithm supports optional handshaking aswell as direct pay-
ment, while volunteers generate fake traffic and exchange messages in fixed-size
chunks as common with Type III remailers [11, 15]. The first operation in this
algorithm (Line 1) consists of verifying whether the incoming message is just
a fake message, generated between volunteers to make it harder to analyze the
network traffic. If that is the case, the message is simply discarded (Line 3).
However, if the mixnet protocol implements our method for returning digital
coins as reply to the previous hop, then a fake reply will haveto be generated
(Line 2), otherwise traffic analyzers have a way to differentiate between real
traffic and fake traffic.

If the message is not fake, the volunteer decrypts it. Each message contains
the address of the next hop, extracted at Line 4. If some coinsare also deliv-
ered immediately (as in [33]), then it is extracted at Line 5.If handshaking is
implemented for paying the previous hop, then at this point the agent of the vol-
unteer will extract the coin of the previous hop,Ei−1(Ci−1), and will send the
coin with a reply (see Lines 6 and 7). The coin should be sent ona channel with
non-repudiation of receipt (to allow the sender to defend himself on a reputation
system).



Further the agent of the volunteer can decrypt the message tobe sent to
the next hop,Mi+1 (Line 8), and sends it on a non-repudiated reception chan-
nel (Line 9). As in type III remailers [15], messages should be sent in fix-size
chunks and with random delays to make traffic analysis harder.
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Fig. 2. Mixnet with payment during reply.

4.2 Forcing service delivered before payment (the reply-pay mixnet)

Our first solution, proposed above, provides good incentives for volunteers to
perform the tasks for which they enrolled. However, it cannot give guarantees
of message delivery or guarantees that no payment is made if the message is not
delivered. An attacker having a big stake in disrupting the system prefers to lose
some coins to make sure that messages are not delivered. We believe that, for
the system to be successful, no client should pay anything without getting the
service due. We assume that it is better to risk that a server does not get paid
rather than risk that a client pays for nothing. We propose towithhold payment
until after the message has been delivered. For this purpose, we are going to
initially construct a reply block messageR as if it came fromAN using the
mixnet with payment or handshaking reputation driven mixnet described above,
then appendR to the payload of a standard Chaumian mixnet message. The
new payloadP for sending a messagem along the Chaumian mixnet now looks
like in Equation 5, where the dummy payloadD is used to hide thatA1 is the
message originator (if he can also be perceived as a volunteer).

P = m,EN−1(AN−2, EN−2(EN−1(CN−1), ...A1, E1(E2(C2), D)...)) (5)
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Fig. 3.Mixnet with handshaking payment during reply.

The full message constructed byA1 is:

E2(A3, E3(...(AN , EN (P )))).

An example with lengthN = 3 and without handshaking payment on the reply
path is shown in Figure 2. A similar example but requiring handshaking for
coins on the reply path (as in the previous technique) is shown in Figure 3.

The message of the sender can be built according to the recursions in Equa-
tions 6 to 10.Ri denotes the message to be received on the reply path byAi and,
as previously,Mi is the message to be sent on the forward path toAi. The same
algorithm can be used for returning reply blocks as the algorithm described for
sending messages in our first solution.

R1 = E1(E2(Ci),D) (6)

Ri = Ei(Ei+1(Ci), Ai−1, Ri−1); i ∈ (1, N−1) (7)

P = m,EN−1(AN−2, RN−2) (8)

MN = EN (P ) (9)

Mi = Ei(Ai+1,Mi+1); i ∈ (1, N − 1) (10)

We can still maintain the guarantee that as long as there exists a trustworthy
secure agent along the path fromA2 to AN−1, the anonymity of the sender is
maintained. This is achieved because the backward message is in fact a Chau-
mian mixnet message, as well as the forward message (by the definition of
the algorithm). As with previous mixnets enabling replies,volunteers need to
change and discard their secret keys frequently, to make sure that they cannot



be forced by an attacker to decrypt old reply blocks. No server Ai gains any
more information about the structure of the message than they already had in a
traditional Chaumian or reputation based mixnet. Also, because the message is
making its way back to the original sender, the sender now hasa built-in means
to learn that the message was received by the destination, and knows that if the
message is not received then they did not spend their money ona wasted mes-
sage. The confirmation may indeed still be lost on the return path, e.g., if a server
disappears, but no payment is done without service. Also, several applications
(like voting and citizen’s initiative signing) have alternative application-level
means to confirm reception. E.g., the destination can post the value of vote on
the Internet together with a verification ID, a large random number attached to
the vote by the sender. Fast expiration of digital coins together with a guarantee
of fast confirmation by the destination can ensure that a client does not attempt
to resend, paying twice, if a message is just too slow. Expiration deadlines can
be sent with the message (appended to the name of the next hop)to warn volun-
teers that they can discard a message whose coins have expired.

4.3 Proof of operational correctness

Our main goal in this paper is to guarantee that, while the shufflers have an
incentive to participate, the user of a mixnet cannot lose money without getting
service.

Theorem 1. The protocol allows a user to send an anonymous message to a
destination, and guarantees that the user does not spend money if the message
is not delivered and the destination is honest.

Proof. In order to prove this statement, we make the followingassumptions:

1. There exists someAi where1 < i < N who drops the message before it
reaches the next hop.

2. NoAi wherei 6= j can decryptEj .

Therefore we caninfer that:

1. The message has successfully passed fromA1 to Ai−1 without a problem
by assumption 1.

2. BecauseAi drops the message without forwarding it toAi+1 and due to
being refused connection fromAi+1

(a) We know that, by construction, all the coins are encrypted with EN until
the message reachesAN . Therefore by assumption 2, no server{A2,...,
Ai} will be able to decrypt their coin and get paid.



(b) Since Ai did not forward the message, we also know that servers
{Ai+1,...,AN−1} did not get paid.

If the message is not delivered then no money is spent by the user.
If the destination is not honest and does not register the message but sends

the payments to the mixnet, it will be discovered after the returning message
reaches the sender. A sender receiving his receipt back and not seeing his mes-
sage confirmed using application level mechanisms can inferthat the destination
is faulty.

5 Analysis of remaining attacks

The main advantage of the proposed method was discussed above. Namely no
money is lost by the user without getting the message to the destination. We
believe that this already outweights the new weakness consisting of the fact
that operators may fail to get payment for messages that theyhandle. This new
weakness (that we believe less critical) can be at least partly compensated by
reputation systems and by setting prices that offset costs given experimented
rates of payment failures. It would be nice to have a technique that avoids this
risk for operators, and is a good research topic, but we believe that the improve-
ment made by our approach is essential for the survivabilityof the service.

The main new strategies that attackers can now use against operators are:

– A denial of service attacker Malory can register as a volunteer and send
messages on a chain that contains himself

{Malory,A2, A3, ...,Malory, dummy}.

If Malory would never return money in the reverse direction,the interme-
diary operators are swamped relaying messages that will never be paid for.
This is only partly a bad attack, if we take into account that fake messages
are recommended for the security of the system, and as long asthe gener-
ated traffic does not turn off the network (in which case standard approaches
against DOS attacks can be used). Currently the only approach we know
for fixing the mild version of this problem is based on reputation systems
collecting information about operators accused of not returning payment.
Employed communication can offer non-repudiation of reception (NRR) to
help the reputation system [34, 22, 26, 30, 9].

– A fraudulent user may register a volunteer and have this always as the last
one in his chain. This server would then never return a receipt to earlier op-
erators. This is nothing more then a version of the previous attack. However,
an user does not have incentives to apply this attack more than the previous



one. This is because it does not necessarily improve his anonymity (any-
body able to trace messages would reach him on the shortest path used by
the reply block). To claim that he received the message from somebody else
he only needs to create the dummy part of the message as such.

– Users may send the message without a reply block (or with a reply block
containing some invalid coins). Using the volunteer-basedreply block con-
struction proposed in the next section, operators can cooperate to trace such
attackers, and can report them to a reputation system. Volunteers would co-
operate in this reconstruction only if one proves to them that the message
was badly formed, which can be done by revealing the cyphertexts. To avoid
that the sender fakes to be a volunteer in this case to pass theaccusation on
an innocent volunteer, communications can offer non-repudiation of send-
ing (e.g., based on digital signatures).

– Operators may fail to forward the reply block after extracting their coin.
Incentives against this behavior are proposed in the next section.

– Thespam attack(consisting of resending a reply block many times) cannot
be detected from coin expiration if handshaking is used on the reply path.
Volunteers have therefore to store hash values for reply blocks that they
already forwarded (together with NRR receipts), and refuseto forward again
messages with the same hash value.

While users can never rely on courts to defend them sincethey are too expen-
sive[23], proofs that are court-strong make a good foundation for a successful
reputation system.

It may be worth reminding some weaknesses that were already present in
earlier incentive mixnets, and which are not yet solved. First, an entity node can
register several operators with false names. If a user happens to employK con-
secutive operators of the same entity on a path, the operatorcan takeK coins
while needing less bandwidth than other correct volunteers. The weakness is
that such a volunteer offers only the trustworthiness of a single volunteer for a
higher cost and a false sense of security. Second, as for any type III mixnet sup-
porting replies, an attacker may use courts to force agents to help in decrypting
reply blocks. Agents need therefore to frequently let theirsecret keys expire and
to discard them.

5.1 Coin encryption with decryption key published by destination

Another solution, related to handshaking, is to encrypt coins with a key,KT ,
used only once.KT is sent to the destination and published by it on a website:

MN = EN (KT ,m) (11)

Mi = Ei(ET (Ci), Ai+1,Mi+1); i ∈ (1, N) (12)



No payment is made if the message is not delivered. If the coinobtained by
a volunteer is not valid, the use of NRR and of a public key scheme for ET

can help volunteers to prove it in order to get help from the previous hops in
identifying the sender.
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Fig. 4. Mixnet with reply-block built by volunteers.
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Fig. 5. Volunteer-based reply path construction for reply-pay with handshaking and volunteers
trusted more than the destination. C stands for coin and D fordummy andm for message.

6 Other incentives

Volunteers not trusting the sender.A sender can format its reply path to bypass
some of the volunteers on the forward path, avoiding to pay them. We propose
a mechanism to guarantee that the reply path that will traverse the same set
of volunteers. The idea is to have the reply path be constructed by volunteers
themselves. This can be done by composing the message from two parts. One
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Fig. 6. Creating a non-trusting reply-path mixnet (based on the fair mechanism for simultaneous
message exchange).

contains the payload from which each volunteer removes a layer of encryption.
The second is a reply path, to which each volunteer adds the name of the pre-
vious hop with a new layer of encryption (to know to whom to send the reply
on its return). Each volunteerAi uses a separate symmetric cryptosystemE′

i

for this purpose. The return path message is built accordingto the recursive
Equations 13 to 14,

M ′

1 = D′ (13)

M ′

i = E′

i(Ai−1,M
′

i−1); i ∈ (1, N) (14)

whereM ′

i is the reply block built by volunteerAi. A1 uses a dummyD′ value
that can serve for hiding fromA2 the fact thatA1 is the sender. On the return
path, each layeri of encryption on the messageM ′

N is removed by the agent
creating it,Ai, for retrieving the identity of next hop, before forwardingthe
reply further.

Since the reply path is built by the volunteers, there is no need to include
it with the coins prepared for the backward phase. ThereforeEquations 7 and 8
can be replaced with Equations 15 and 16

Ri = Ei(Ei+1(Ci), Ri−1); i ∈ (1, N−1) (15)

P = EN−1(EN (message), RN−2) (16)

which do not specify the next hop identity. An example withN = 3 and simple
payment on reply is shown in Figure 4. An example of the obtained protocol
with handshaking payment on reply is shown in Figure 5.



With this scheme, volunteers can include inM ′

i a hash valueHi, of the
message to be able to verify complains about badly formed messages that they
can receive from other participants. This hash value also helps to avoid double
processing of a return path (now composed of two parts), which would enable
known spam attacks on anonymity. Whenever a reply block witha tagHi is
processed, the volunteer will mark the hashHi stored during the forward process
(tagged with the receipt of the NRR transmission). If a volunteer receives a
reply block with a valueHi that is already marked, then he can infer that he has
already cashed his coins for this message and should refuse to send it further.

Alternative mechanism for untrusted volunteers.Volunteers can prevent pay-
ment of each other either by nor forwarding the reply message(which was pre-
vented by handshaking in the previous mechanism), or by not returning the coin
for their predecessors. Each of these faults can be detectedeasily by neighbors
on the path and can be proven to a reputation system. Additionally a handshak-
ing mechanism can offer incentives against either one of thetwo failures.

If fear of reputation systems is not sufficient to trust volunteers to return
coins to their predecessors on the return path, an alternative handshaking can
provide them with an incentive. The idea is to not give them the message with
their coin until they return the predecessor’s coin. This method adds an ineffi-
ciency consisting of an additional round-trip delay on the reply path.

To build the corresponding messages, Equations 15 and 16 canbe replaced
with Equations 17 and 18

Ri = Ei(Ei+1(Ci)), Ei(Ri−1); i ∈ (1, N−1) (17)

P = EN−1(EN (message)), EN−2(RN−2) (18)

which encrypt separately the next coin from the rest of the coins. The enabled
double handshaking is depicted in Figure 6.

Note that the4th and5th messages in Figure 6 can now be sent concurrently.
Actually concurrent sending is needed in order to guaranteethat the receipt with
payments is delivered if and only if the message reaches the destination. Such
concurrent transmission guarantees can be offered using the method in [14],
based on incremental revelation.

7 Non-repudiation of message reception

As mentioned earlier, users and volunteers can improve the chance of fairness
for operators, and timely service for users, by using reputation systems against
attackers.



Alice Bob

m’=EB(EKAr(m))

<s=SB(H(m
’||tA)),tA>

t<T

TTP

<s,KAr,tA>

STTP(t<tA)

tA>t

STTP(t)

KAr

KAr

NRR=<s,STTP(t),tA>

Fig. 7.A NRR protocol. Dashed arrow shows reading a public board.

For the reputation system to be efficient, reports submittedto such a sys-
tem should be provable with court-strength. Such proof often require non-
repudiation of reception of messages, as described with previously discussed
attacks in Section 5.

One typically says that a protocol provides non-repudiation of receipt
(NRR), if and only if it generates a non-repudiation of receipt evidence, des-
tined to Alice, that can be presented to an adjudicator (the reputation system),
who can unambiguously decide whether Bob received a given message or not.
Various techniques for NRR are proposed in [34, 22, 26, 30, 9].

The protocols for achieving NRR are often based on a Trusted Third Party
(TTP). It was shown possible to avoid the use of a TTP based on probabilistic
methods. Let us now describe a version of Zhang and Shi’s protocol [22] for
the case where Alice needs a receipt for delivering a messagem to Bob (see
Figure 7). First Alice generates a new random session keyKAr and encrypts
the message with it, sendingm′ = EKAr

(m) to Bob (using a secure channel,
such as encryption with Bob’s public key). Alice then waits for Bob to reply
with a tuple< s, tA >, wheres = SB(H(m′||tA)), SB is his digital signature
algorithm,H an agreed hash function, andtA is the deadline before which he
wants to getKAr. Alice checks the delay and restarts the protocol if the dead-
line has already expired. Otherwise, Alice posts the tuple< s,KAr, tA > on
a trusted public board (TTP) that registers the timet of the posting and where
Bob can retrieve it. At fixed intervals of time the TTP also publishes the signed



hash of their current content, the signature at timet beingSTTP (t). The board
publishes the tuple only if its next signature timet≤tA otherwise announces
Alice about the failure. Alice storesSTTP (t) as her NRR proof and sendsKAr

to Bob. If Bob did not receive the key before the deadlinetA then he looks for
it on the public board. If the key is not on the public board then Bob stores
STTP (tA) and discards the messagem′ (his proof that Alice did not comply).
The reference time is made available by the TTP.

The small modifications to the original version of this protocol [22] consist
of the fact that the hash ofm′ is computed by Bob instead of the TTP (making
the task of the TTP lighter), and that the TTP generates signed hashes of their
content for proof of innocence in the case of failures of the TTP. As in the
case of previous techniques, an attack is possible if the TTPcolludes with Bob,
giving BobKAr without posting it. One can further improve the reliabilityof the
system by having several redundant TTP used in parallel to avoid this problem.

If Bob’s computer is offline or if his agent does not reply timely, Alice can
immediately report him to the reputation system together with the message she
was passing to him. The reputation system can contact him on the behalf of
Alice (passing his reply to Alice) or exhonerating Alice of her responsibility.

8 Conclusion

Mixnets offering payments for shuffling servers as an incentive can be applied
to large problems, such as anonymous voting, petition signing over the Internet,
and police tipping. Some of the proposed solutions guarantees that, if a mixnet
fails to deliver the message, then the sender does not lose any money. Desti-
nations have incentives to be honest since any failure is immediately detected
by the senders (they being the only possible culprits for a payment without ser-
vice). We believe that the guarantee offered by this technique is necessary for
a viable mixnet service. Also, the return path for the receipt with payments is
built by volunteer agents to guarantee that it will be the reverse of the forward
path. Several incentives are discussed. We also discuss howa non-repudiation
of receiving (NRR) mechanism can support court-strong proofs to be used by a
reputation system for aleviating the remaining weaknessesof a mixnet.
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